This paper uses a relative of BP -cohomology to prove a theorem in characteristic p algebra. Specifically, we obtain some new necessary conditions for the existence of sums-of-squares formulas over fields of characteristic p > 2. These conditions were previously known in characteristic zero by results of Davis. Our proof uses a generalizedétale cohomology theory calledétale BP 2.
Introduction
Let F be a field. A sums-of-squares formula of type [r, s, n] is an identity of the form (x 2 1 + · · · + x 2 r )(y 2 1 + · · · + y 2 s ) = z 2 1 + · · · + z 2 n where each z i is a bilinear expression in the x's and y's with coefficients in F . The identity occurs in the polynomial ring F [x 1 , . . . , x r , y 1 , . . . , y s ]. A classical problem, raised by Hurwitz in 1898 [H1] , is to determine which triples [r, s, n] can admit a sums-of-squares formula (with the answer possibly depending on the field F ). In this paper we show howétale homotopy theory and classical algebraic topology combine to yield necessary conditions for the existence of such a formula, applicable even to fields of characteristic p > 2. Specifically, we use the generalized cohomology theory BP 2 to obtain some conditions previously unknown in the positive characteristic case.
Hurwitz introduced the sums-of-squares problem after he proved that a formula of type [n, n, n] can exist only if n is 1, 2, 4, or 8 [H1] . This is his classical theorem on the existence of composition algebras. Technically speaking, Hurwitz proved this theorem only when F = R, but his methods work for arbitrary F not of characteristic 2. (Note that the whole sums-of-squares problem is trivial in characteristic 2, where formulas of all possible types exist). Later, Hurwitz and Radon [H2, R] completely analyzed the case of formulas of type [r, n, n] .
When F = R, topological methods have provided a series of necessary conditions for a formula of type [r, s, n] to exist. The earliest papers in this vein are by Hopf [H] and Stiefel [St] , who showed that if a formula of type [r, s, n] exists over R then there is a map of spaces φ : RP r−1 × RP s−1 → RP n−1 which restricts to linear inclusions on RP r−1 × { * } and { * } × RP s−1 (for any choice of basepoints). Such a φ is called an axial map of projective spaces. Hopf used singular Z/2-cohomology to obtain topological obstructions to the existence of such a map.
Topologists have maintained an interest in the existence of axial maps because of its relation to the immersion problem for RP k . Generalized cohomology theories supply more and more stringent conditions on the existence of axial maps, developed in papers such as [As] , [D1] , [D2] , and [BDM] . The paper [A] also dealt with the immersion problem-and, implicitly, the existence of sums-of-squares formulasbut not through the axial map perspective.
These topological methods give conditions on the existence of sums-of-squares formulas over R. As explained in [L, Sec. 2] , these conditions also apply to any field of characteristic zero. The present paper continues the sequence [DI1, DI2] in which we prove that these results also apply to characteristic p fields. The topological methods are replaced by methods of motivic homotopy theory. The paper [DI1] used mod 2 motivic cohomology, and [DI2] used algebraic K-theory. The present paper usesétale BP -theory.
For additional background on the sums-of-squares problem over characteristic zero fields, the reader may consult [L] and [Sh] .
We now describe the methods of the paper in more detail. Recall that we have fixed a field F , and let Q n−1 → P n be the quadric defined over F by the equation x 2 0 + · · · + x 2 n = 0. Write DQ n = P n − Q n−1 (the subscript on a scheme indicates its dimension). The scheme DQ n is in some sense a motivic analogue of RP n . One facet of this analogy is that when F = C, the space RP n is homotopy equivalent to the topological space DQ n (C) of C-valued points [Lw] . In [SS] and [DI1] it was observed that if a sums-of-squares formula of type [r, s, n] exists over F , then there is an axial map of F -varieties φ : DQ r−1 × DQ s−1 → DQ n−1 .
Here is a list of the main steps in the paper:
(1) We prove that if a sums-of-squares formula of type [r, s, n] exists over R then a diagram of the form
exists in the homotopy category of topological spaces. Here j denotes the obvious inclusions, and µ is the usual multiplication map. Consequently, if E * is a complex-oriented cohomology theory then one has (X ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ X) e = 0 in E * (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ), where e = n+1 2 . We use X to denote the complexorientation class in E 2 (CP ∞ ), as well as its restriction to E 2 (RP ∞ ) or to E 2 (RP m ).
(2) We next prove that if a sums-of-squares formula of type [r, s, n] exists over any field F not of characteristic 2, then there exists a similar diagram in the homotopy category Ho Z/2 (pro-sSet) of pro-simplicial sets and Z/2-cohomological equivalences. This usesétale homotopy theory and the map φ mentioned above.
The key step is an analysis of theétale homotopy type of DQ n . (3) Suppose E is a complex-oriented cohomology theory that is k-connected for some k, and is such that each coefficient group E q is a finite 2-group. As a formal consequence of the diagram from (2), one again obtains the identity (X ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ X) e = 0 in E * (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ). (4) Putting everything together, the existence of a sums-of-squares formula of type [r, s, n] over an arbitrary field (not of characteristic 2) implies that a certain algebraic expression vanishes in E * (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ), for any cohomology theory E of the type described in (3). In particular, one may take E * (X) = BP 2 * (X; Z/2 N ) for large N , in which case one can use the BP 2 calculations done by Davis [D2] . This yields a new necessary condition for the existence of sums-of-squares formulas over fields of positive characteristic, as stated in the following theorem. This result is proved at the end of Section 3. 
] is in the Z-linear span of the relations listed in Theorem 2.7 below.
Unfortunately the relations mentioned in the above theorem (which are here interpreted as vectors of integers) are too awkward to list in the introduction. However, we draw the following consequence because it is easier to state. Its proof appears at the end of Section 3. Corollary 1.2. Let a, b, and s be integers such that 0 ≤ 3s < min{a, b}. If 2 s+1 does not divide a+b−2s a−s , then there does not exist a sums-of-squares formula of type [2a + 1, 2b + 1, 2a + 2b − 6s] over any field F for which char(F ) = 2. This corollary is essentially already known for F = R. It is a restatement of [D2, Thm. 1.3] .
We give the following concrete application which is discussed in more detail in Examples 2.9 and 2.12. Consider whether a sums-of-squares formula of type [11, 15, 18] exists over a field of characteristic not equal to 2. The necessary conditions obtained in [DI1] and [DI2] are satisfied, which means that those results are inconclusive. According to the above theorem, however, if such a formula exists, then the vector [−126, 126, −84, 36] belongs to the Z-linear span of [2, 0, 0, 0], [0, 2, 2, 2], [0, 0, 4, 4] , and [0, 0, 0, 2].
A calculation shows that a formula of type [11, 15, 18] therefore does not exist.
A quicker approach to this example is to apply Corollary 1.2 with a = 5, b = 7, and s = 1.
Remark 1.3. The paper [BDM] applied the cohomology theory tmf to the axial map problem. Its results can be interpreted as giving further restrictions on the possible dimensions of sums-of-squares formulas over R. According to the authors, those restrictions actually improve on the BP 2 restrictions by arbitrarily large amounts as the dimensions get big. We have not explored whether these tmf results also extend to characteristic p fields (the arguments of the present paper do not quite apply because tmf is not complex-oriented); so this remains an interesting open question.
1.4. Organization. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is expository. It describes the approach of Astey and Davis to sums-of-squares formulas over R, which is important background for understanding our arguments. Section 3 introduces the basic machinery of our arguments and outlines the proof of Theorem 1.1. The proofs of two key steps, Propositions 3.2 and 3.4, are postponed until later.
The remainder of the paper is dedicated to the task of proving these two propositions. Section 4 provides an overview of the technical issues. The last three sections fill in the details, as well as provide more detailed background on the ideas in Section 3.
Sums-of-squares and complex-oriented theories
In this section we describe how complex-oriented cohomology theories can be applied to the sums-of-squares problem over R. This technique was developed by Astey [As] and later used by Davis [D2] . The specific results we need seem not to be in the literature, so we briefly develop them here.
Suppose that E is a complex-oriented cohomology theory [Ad, II.2] equipped with an orientation class X inẼ 2 (CP ∞ ). Recall that complex-oriented cohomology theories are represented by spectra with a homotopy associative and homotopy commutative multiplication.
We will abuse notation and also write X for the image of the orientation class inẼ 2 (RP ∞ ) under the standard inclusion RP ∞ → CP ∞ . Even further, we write X also for the image inẼ 2 (RP n ) under the standard inclusion RP n → RP ∞ . The resulting classes X ⊗ 1 and 1 ⊗ X in E * (RP ∞ × RP ∞ ) or E * (RP m × RP n ) will be denoted X 1 and X 2 .
Lemma 2.1. Let E be a complex-oriented cohomology theory. Then X e = 0 in E * (RP n−1 ), where e = n+1 2 . Proof. Recall that any complex-oriented cohomology theory E comes equipped with a (multiplicative) structure map of associated spectra M U → E [Ad, II.4.6] . By naturality, we only need to consider the case E = M U . Consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence [AH] 
Since the degree of X e is at least n, we conclude that X e = 0.
The above proof explains the choice of exponent e = n+1 2 . It is the smallest integer such that 2e ≥ n.
Lemma 2.2. Let µ : RP ∞ × RP ∞ → RP ∞ be the usual map that represents tensor product of line bundles, and let E be a complex-oriented cohomology theory. Then µ * (X) = u(X 1 − X 2 ), where u is a unit in E * (RP ∞ × RP ∞ ).
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, it suffices to consider the case E = M U , which is precisely [As, Prop. 3.6 ].
Definition 2.3. A map RP r−1 × RP s−1 → RP n−1 is axial if there exist basepoints of RP r−1 and RP s−1 such that the restricted maps RP r−1 × * → RP n−1 and * × RP s−1 → RP n−1 take the generator in H 1 (RP n−1 ; Z/2) to the generators of H 1 (RP r−1 ; Z/2) and H 1 (RP s−1 ; Z/2), respectively.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that f : RP r−1 × RP s−1 → RP n−1 is an axial map, and let E be a complex-oriented cohomology theory. Then (X 1 − X 2 ) e = 0 in the ring
Proof. We first claim that there is a homotopy-commutative diagram
Using that RP ∞ represents H 1 (−; Z/2), the homotopy-commutativity of this diagram is equivalent to the statement that
sends the generator x to x ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ x. This is immediate from the fact that f is an axial map. Now apply the cohomology theory E to the above diagram. Together with Lemma 2.2, this shows that f * :
We also know that X e = 0 in E * (RP n−1 ) by Lemma 2.1. It follows that (X 1 − X 2 ) e = 0 in E * (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ). Now suppose that there is a sums-of-squares formula of type [r, s, n] over R. This yields a bilinear map f : R r × R s → R n given by (x 1 , . . . , x r ; y 1 , . . . , y s ) → (z 1 , . . . , z n ), using the notation from the first paragraph of the introduction. This map f has the property that ||f (x, y)|| 2 = ||x|| 2 ||y|| 2 for all x and y. In particular, f (x, y) = 0 only if x = 0 or y = 0. So f induces a map RP r−1 × RP s−1 → RP n−1 , which is readily seen to be an axial map. This argument is due to Hopf [H] . Proposition 2.4 therefore gives the following consequence.
Corollary 2.5. Suppose that a sums-of-squares formula of type [r, s, n] exists over R. Then for any complex-oriented cohomology theory E, one has (X 1 − X 2 ) e = 0 in the ring E * (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ), where e = n+1 2 .
For theories E where one can do the relevant computations, the above corollary leads to necessary conditions for a formula of type [r, s, n] to exist over R. The obvious choice is to take E = M U . However, as Astey [As] points out, the groups M U * (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ) are very large-especially compared to the subgroup generated by monomials in X 1 and X 2 , which is what we are really interested in because (X 1 − X 2 ) e is a linear combination of such monomials. So it's preferable to replace M U with something smaller but that still carries almost as much of the relevant information. Astey [As, Sec. 5] used the Landweber-exact theory
, for a certain choice of generators v 1 , v 2 , . . . of M U * . Later Davis [D2] superseded these results using the theory BP 2. We will describe Davis's work next.
2.6. Computations for BP 2. Recall that for any prime p there is an associated Brown-Peterson cohomology theory BP [Ad, II.16 ]. The coefficients are
Whenever BP is used in the present paper we will have p = 2. The cohomology theory BP 2 is constructed from BP by killing the elements v 3 , v 4 , . . .. There are at least two ways of constructing BP 2: the methods of Baas-Sullivan [B] , or using that BP is a ring spectrum in a modern category of spectra [EKMM, HSS] , in which case BP 2 can be constructed as a BP -module spectrum by iterative cofiber sequences. So BP 2 * = Z (2) [v 1 , v 2 ]. The fact that BP 2 has the structure of a homotopy associative, homotopy commutative ring spectrum is classical; but in fact it is actually an A ∞ -spectrum by [An, G] . Note that BP 2 is complex-oriented via the composition of the multiplicative maps M U → M U (p) → BP → BP 2. Davis [D2] was able to compute the groups BP 2 2m (RP 2a × RP 2b ) completely for m in a range. The following result is [D2, Thm. 1.4]:
is the abelian group generated by the d + 1 elements
To better understand the above relations, it is helpful to explore some examples.
Example 2.8. Consider BP 2 22 (RP 20 × RP 20 ). Then a = b = 10, m = 11, and d = 9. The group is the quotient of Z 10 by the rowspace of the matrix  
The general pattern can be described easily. Corresponding to relation (a), the first row always consists of a 2 followed by zeros. Corresponding to the relations in (c), the bottom-right portion of the matrix is always diagonal, with consecutive powers of 2 ascending on the diagonal from the bottom-right corner; there are precisely d+1 3 of these diagonal entries. Corresponding to the relations in (b), the rest of the matrix can be filled in as follows. Consider the sequences 1, 1, 1, . . .
. . and so forth. Each of these sequences appears in two rows of the matrix (given enough room), multiplied by consecutive powers of 2, and shifted so that the first entry appears on the diagonal. For the applications to sums-of-squares formulas one needs to analyze when (
Here is a simple corollary of Theorem 2.7.
] is in the Z-linear span of the relations listed in Theorem 2.7 (where we interpret the relations as vectors of coefficients).
here we are also using that
Corollary 2.11. Suppose that there exists a sums-of-squares formula over R of
. Now apply Corollary 2.10.
Example 2.12. Consider the question of whether a sums-of-squares formula of type [11, 15, 18] exists over R. Apply Corollary 2.11 with a = 5, b = 7, and m = 9. According to Example 2.9, we need to check whether the vector [− 9 5 , 9 4 , − 9 3 , 9 2 ] is in the Z-linear span of the vectors [2, 0, 0, 0], [0, 2, 2, 2], [0, 0, 4, 4] , and [0, 0, 0, 2].
One readily checks that it's not in the span, so formulas of type [11, 15, 18] do not exist over R. Note that this trivially implies that a sums-of-squares formula of type [11, 15, k] does not exist for any k ≤ 18.
By comparison, the Hopf-Stiefel condition [H, St] only shows that formulas of type [11, 15, 15] do not exist, while the Atiyah condition [A] only shows that formulas of type [11, 15, 16] (or equivalently, [15, 11, 16] ) do not exist.
Corollary 2.10 reduces the condition (X 1 − X 2 ) m = 0 to an equivalent algebraic problem of when a certain vector of signed binomial coefficients is an integral linear combination of the relations from Theorem 2.7. It is claimed in [D2, Prop. 2.6 ] that this algebraic condition is in turn equivalent to a much simpler numerical condition on other binomial coefficients. However, this particular result of [D2] is false; in the terms of Theorem 2.7, the proof in [D2] fails to account for relations of type (c).
Fortunately, the proof of [D2, Prop. 2.6] can be partially salvaged.
Definition 2.13. Given integers a and m, define a sequence S of integers by S 2k = m+k a−k and S 2k+1 = m+k a−k−1 for all k ≥ 0. In other words, we are considering the sequence
In other words, consider only the first d + 1 − d+1 3 elements of the sequence (2.14). The first two elements of the sequence are divisible by 2, the second two are divisible by 4, the third two are divisible by 8, etc.
Proof. As in [D2, Prop. 2.6] , the proof is a row-reduction argument. We remark that the identity
comes up. One way to prove this identity is to fix m and a − i, and then use induction on a.
Combining Corollaries 2.10 and 2.11 with Proposition 2.15, one obtains a necessary (but not sufficient) condition on the existence of sums-of-squares formulas over R of type [2a + 1, 2b + 1, 2m]. Namely, the binomial coefficients S k in the sequence (2.14) must have certain divisibility properties. If this divisibility condition fails for a small value of k, then it turns out that formulas of type [2a + 1, 2b + 1, 2m] over R fail to exist for some b < b. Thus, it is in some sense the end of the sequence which is the most important. By restricting attention only to the end one obtains the following result, which is essentially the same as [D2, Thm. 1.3]:
Corollary 2.16. Let a, b, and s be integers such that 0 ≤ 3s < min{a, b}. If 2 s+1 does not divide a+b−2s a−s , then there does not exist a sums-of-squares formula of type [2a + 1, 2b + 1, 2a + 2b − 6s] over R.
Proof. We set m = a + b − 3s and note that the inequalities in the statement of the corollary imply that max{a, b} < m ≤ a + b. Note that d = a + b − m = 3s, and so d + 1 − d+1 3 = 2s + 1. Using Proposition 2.15 we are led to consider the 2s + 1 binomial coefficients
, m+s a−s . We have assumed that 2 s+1 does not divide the last term in this sequence, so Proposition 2.15 implies that (
Finally, Corollary 2.5 says that a sums-of-squares formula of type [2a+1, 2b+1, 2m] does not exist.
The converse to Proposition 2.15 does not hold. For example, let a = 6, b = 8, and m = 12. The criterion of Corollary 2.10 fails, so (X 1 − X 2 ) 12 is non-zero in BP 2 24 (RP 12 × RP 16 ). Nevertheless, the conclusion of Proposition 2.15 is valid in this case. This counterexample is from [Go] .
One is tempted to conclude that Corollary 2.16 provides less information about sums-of-squares formulas than Corollary 2.11. However, conventional wisdom says that this is not the case. The reason is slightly subtle, and we are grateful to Don Davis for explaining it. In the situation of the previous paragraph, the fact that (X 1 − X 2 ) 12 is non-zero in BP 2 24 (RP 12 × RP 16 ) follows from naturality and the fact that (X 1 − X 2 ) 12 is non-zero in BP 2 24 (RP 8 × RP 16 ). This latter fact is implied by Proposition 2.15 with a = 4, b = 8, and m = 12. It is generally believed that the full strength of Corollary 2.11 can be obtained in this way with naturality; we have not attempted a proof of this claim, however.
The main results
This section gives the main results of the paper. We begin by summarizing the technical machinery needed.
3.1. Pro-spaces. Let pro-sSet denote the category of pro-simplicial sets. Recall that an object of this category consists of a small, cofiltered category I together with a functor X : I → sSet. If Y : J → sSet is another such diagram, then the morphisms from X to Y are defined to be
Objects of sSet will be called 'spaces', and so objects of pro-sSet are 'pro-spaces'. Traditional references for pro-categories include [AM] and [SGA4, Sec. I.8], but for our purposes [I1] is more relevant.
If X is a pro-space and M is an abelian group, then the singular cohomology
Since X is a cofiltered system and cohomology is contravariant, the colimit in the definition of H * (X; M ) is a filtered colimit.
A constant pro-space is one indexed by the trivial category with one object and an identity map. There is a "constant" functor c : sSet → pro-sSet that takes a simplicial set X to the constant pro-space with value X. Note that for any space X and any abelian group M , the cohomology rings H * (X; M ) and H * (cX; M ) are naturally isomorphic. We will frequently abuse notation in the following way. If X is a topological space, we write cX for the constant functor applied to the singular simplicial set of X.
There are several useful model category structures on pro-spaces. The one that is relevant for us is the Z/2-cohomological model structure [I3] 
The presence of the model structure establishes the existence of the associated homotopy category Ho Z/2 (pro-sSet) obtained by formally inverting the class of Z/2-cohomological equivalences.
We will need one additional property of the Z/2-cohomological homotopy theory of pro-spaces. The proof of the following result will be postponed until Section 5.
Proposition 3.2. For any spectrum E, there is a naturally defined functor (E ∧ 2 ) * : pro-sSet → (graded abelian groups) called the 2-completion of E, satisfying the following properties:
(i) (E ∧ 2 ) * takes Z/2-cohomological equivalences to isomorphisms; (ii) There is a natural transformation η : E * (X) → (E ∧ 2 ) * (cX) for all spaces X; (iii) If E is k-connected for some k and each coefficient group E q is a finite 2group, then η is a natural isomorphism.
3.3. The main argument. The following proposition is the central technical ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1, our main result about sums-of-squares formulas. Its proof will be postponed until the end of Section 7.
Proposition 3.4. Let F be a field of characteristic not equal to 2, and suppose a sums-of-squares formula of type [r, s, n] exists over F . Then there exists a commutative diagram in Ho Z/2 (pro-sSet) of the form
Here each j is the standard inclusion, and µ : RP ∞ × RP ∞ → RP ∞ is the map classifying tensor product of line bundles.
Remark 3.5. The reader should compare the above diagram to the one from the proof of Proposition 2.4. We do not claim that the left vertical map is induced by a map of ordinary spaces. It does exist in Ho Z/2 (pro-sSet), but it is not necessarily in the image of the constant functor c because it is constructed using a homotopyinverse in Ho Z/2 (pro-sSet); see the second diagram in the proof of Proposition 3.4 given in Section 7.
We will give the proof of the above proposition in subsequent sections; this is whereétale homotopy theory enters the picture. For the moment, however, we will just accept the proposition and consider its consequences.
Proposition 3.6. Let E be a complex-oriented cohomology theory that is kconnected for some k. Suppose that a sums-of-squares formula of type [r, s, n] exists over a field F of characteristic not equal to 2. Then (X 1 − X 2 ) e = 0 in E * (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ), where e = n+1 2 , provided either of the following two conditions is satisfied: (a) Each E q is a finite 2-group; (b) The kernel and cokernel of E q 2 −→ E q are finite-dimensional Z/2-vector spaces for each q, and both of r and s are odd.
Several small variations of the above result are possible. For instance, if one assumes that E * is concentrated in even degrees then one can prove (b) assuming only that one of r and s is odd.
Proof. In case (a) we begin by applying the functor (E ∧ 2 ) * to the diagram from Proposition 3.4 to obtain a diagram of graded abelian groups. We also have the diagram
spaces, to which we apply the functor E * . The natural transformation η from Proposition 3.2 gives us a commutative diagram
7 7 n n n n n n n n n n n E * (RP ∞ )
in which all four diagonal maps are isomorphisms. Lemma 2.1 shows that the element X e of E * (RP ∞ ) maps to zero in (E ∧ 2 ) * c(RP r−1 × RP s−1 ). Because η is an isomorphism, X e also maps to zero in E * (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ). On the other hand, Lemma 2.2 says that X e maps to a unit multiple of (X 1 − X 2 ) e in E * (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ). We have computed the image of X e in two different ways, and we conclude that (X 1 − X 2 ) e = 0.
Case (b) requires more work. Recall that the reduced E-cohomologyẼ * (Z) of a pointed space Z is defined to be the kernel of the map E * (Z) → E * induced by * → Z. By the definition of X 1 and X 2 in terms of the orientation class of the complex-oriented theory E, we know that (X 1 − X 2 ) e belongs toẼ * (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ). Therefore, we are allowed to compute in reduced E-cohomology instead of unreduced E-cohomology.
We examine the reduced Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence [AH] 
If r and s are odd, then the singular homology groupsH * (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ; Z) are all finite-dimensional Z/2-vector spaces and vanish above dimension r + s − 2.
Our assumptions on E * guarantee that Ext Z (V, E q ) and Hom Z (V, E q ) are finitedimensional Z/2-vector spaces for any finite-dimensional Z/2-vector space V . The universal coefficient theorem shows that each group E p,q 2 in our spectral sequence is also a finite-dimensional Z/2-vector space, and that these groups vanish when p > r + s − 1. It follows immediately thatẼ k (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ) is a finite 2-group for all k. Thus, there exists a sufficiently large N such that 2 N killsẼ 2e (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ).
Consider the cohomology theory E * (−; Z/2 N ). As long as N ≥ 3, the spectrum representing this theory inherits a homotopy associative and commutative multiplication from E [O] . So the theory is complex-oriented. Moreover, the theory satisfies the hypotheses of case (a). So we have that (X 1 − X 2 ) e = 0 iñ E 2e (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ; Z/2 N ). But consider the following three terms of a long exact sequencẽ
The first map is zero by our choice of N , so the second map is a monomorphism. Therefore, (X 1 − X 2 ) e = 0 inẼ 2e (RP r−1 × RP s−1 ). Proposition 3.6 lets one adapt many known results in characteristic zero to characteristic p > 2, simply by varying the choice of E. The cohomology the-
3 ] ⊗ Z (2) used by Astey [As] can serve as one such choice, but its results are eclipsed by those of BP 2. Proof. Apply Proposition 3.6 with E = BP 2. Note that BP 2 * is Z
where v 1 and v 2 are classes in dimensions −2 and −6 respectively, and Z (2) is the integers localized at 2. It is immediate that BP 2 satisfies condition (b) of Proposition 3.6. Then use Davis's computations from Theorem 2.7, just as in the proof of Corollary 2.11.
Corollary 3.8. Let a, b, and s be integers such that 0 ≤ 3s < min{a, b}. If 2 s+1 does not divide a+b−2s a−s , then there does not exist a sums-of-squares formula of type [2a + 1, 2b + 1, 2a + 2b − 6s] over any field of characteristic not equal to 2.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.7 by an algebraic analysis, just as in Corollary 2.16.
Remark 3.9. In this section we have used the Z/2-cohomological model structure on pro-simplicial sets. We strongly suspect that the homotopy theory of [Mo] is also a suitable context for the above results.
Introduction to the rest of the paper
The remaining sections of the paper are concerned with the proofs of Propositions 3.2 and 3.4. These are the two uncompleted parts of the main argument given in Section 3.
We will be primarily concerned with the following specific schemes.
Definition 4.1. If R is a ring, let Q n−1 be the quadric hypersurface in P n R defined by the equation x 2 0 + · · · + x 2 n = 0. Let DQ n be the open complement P n R − Q n−1 . Usually the ring R will be clear from context, but in cases where it isn't we will write Q n−1/R and DQ n/R . Remark 4.2. For any scheme defined over C, let X(C) denote the set of C-valued points of X equipped with the complex-analytic topology. From [Lw, Lem. 6 .3], we know that DQ n (C) is homotopy equivalent to RP n . So (DQ m × DQ n )(C) is homotopy equivalent to RP m × RP n .
Here is a brief outline of the remaining steps in the paper:
(1) In Section 5 we prove Proposition 3.2. We study generalized cohomology theories and the Z/2-cohomological model stucture for pro-spaces in more detail than in Section 3.1.
(2) Section 6 concerns theétale cohomology of the schemes DQ n and DQ m × DQ n (see Examples 6.8 and 6.9). We will show in Theorem 6.6 that theétale Z/2cohomology rings of these schemes do not change under certain kinds of extensions of scalars; in fact, they are isomorphic to the singular Z/2-cohomology rings of RP n and RP m × RP n . In order to do this, we first have to extend some standard results aboutétale cohomology from the class of smooth, projective schemes to the larger class of "SP-linear" schemes. These are the schemes that can be built from smooth, projective schemes by iteratively taking complements of closed inclusions. The ideas in this section are entirely algebro-geometric, not homotopical. (3) In Section 7 we will study theétale realizations of DQ n and DQ m × DQ n .
We will show that over a separably closed field theseétale realizations are Z/2cohomologically equivalent to the constant pro-spaces cRP n and c(RP m ×RP n ) (see Corollary 7.4). This allows us to complete the proof of Proposition 3.4.
Generalized cohomology of pro-spaces
In this section we expand our discussion of pro-spaces from Section 3.1. We define the 2-complete E-cohomology groups (E ∧ 2 ) * X when X is a pro-space and E is an ordinary spectrum. We then prove Proposition 3.2. We assume that the reader is familiar with the language of model structures [Hi, Ho, Q] . 5.1. Z/2-cohomological homotopy theory of pro-spaces. Recall that there is a Z/2-cohomological model structure on the category of pro-spaces. The Z/2cohomological equivalences are the pro-maps that induce isomorphisms on singular Z/2-cohomology. We write [−, −] pro Z/2 for sets of homotopy classes in the Z/2cohomological homotopy category Ho Z/2 (pro-sSet).
The cofibrations of pro-spaces are easy to describe. They are the pro-maps that are isomorphic to levelwise cofibrations. In particular, every pro-space is cofibrant because every simplicial set is cofibrant.
The Z/2-cohomologically fibrant objects are described by [I3, Thm. 3.3] , but the complete description is complicated and more than we actually need here. We need to know that the constant pro-space cK(Z/2, n) is Z/2-cohomologically fibrant if K(Z/2, n) is a fibrant Eilenberg-Mac Lane space [I3, Thm. 3.3] . In particular, cRP ∞ is Z/2-cohomologically fibrant. It follows formally that the product cRP ∞ × cRP ∞ = c(RP ∞ × RP ∞ ) is also Z/2-cohomologically fibrant.
Lemma 5.2. For any pro-space X, [X, cRP ∞ ] pro Z/2 is naturally isomorphic to H 1 (X; Z/2), and [X, c(RP ∞ × RP ∞ )] pro Z/2 is naturally isomorphic to H 1 (X; Z/2) × H 1 (X; Z/2).
Proof. We just observed that both cRP ∞ and c(RP ∞ × RP ∞ ) are Z/2-cohomologically fibrant. Since X is automatically cofibrant, we know that [X,
Using that π 0 commutes with filtered colimits, this last expression can be identified with colim s H 1 (X s ; Z/2) = H 1 (X; Z/2). This establishes the first statement. The proof of the second is similar.
Remark 5.3. If X is an ordinary space, then the lemma implies that the maps
pro Z/2 induced by the functor c are both isomorphisms. 5.4. Z/2-cohomological model structure for pro-spectra. In addition to the Z/2-cohomological model structure on pro-sSet, there is an analogous Z/2cohomological model structure on the category of pro-spectra. As for pro-spaces, the weak equivalences are the pro-maps that induce isomorphisms in singular cohomology with coefficients in Z/2. The existence of the Z/2-cohomological model structure on pro-spectra can be established with the general result [I3, Thm. 2.2], where K is a set of fibrant models for the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra Σ −q HZ/2. We write [−, −] pro Z/2 for sets of homotopy classes in the associated Z/2-cohomological homotopy category of pro-spectra.
As for pro-spaces, the cofibrations are easy to describe. They are the pro-maps that are isomorphic to levelwise cofibrations. In particular, a pro-spectrum X is cofibrant if each X s is a cofibrant spectrum.
Definition 5.5. A spectrum X is Z/2-finite if the stable homotopy groups π i X are all finite 2-groups and are zero for all but finitely many values of i.
The Z/2-cohomologically fibrant pro-spectra are described by a stable version of [I3, Thm. 3.3] , but again the complete description is complicated and more than we actually need here. For our purposes, it suffices to observe that a pro-spectrum X is Z/2-cohomologically fibrant if certain structure maps associated to the diagram X are fibrations and if each X s is Z/2-finite. The idea of the proof is to use the following lemma to simplify the notion of K-nilpotence from [I3, Defn. 3.1].
Lemma 5.6. Let C be the smallest class of spectra such that:
(1) C contains the trivial spectrum * .
(2) If X → Y is a weak equivalence, then X belongs to C if and only if Y belongs to C.
(3) If Σ −q HZ/2 → X → Y is a homotopy fiber sequence and Y belongs to C, then so does X. The class C is equal to the class of Z/2-finite spectra.
Proof. We first show that C is contained in the class of Z/2-finite spectra. To do this, note first that the trivial spectrum * is Z/2-finite. Second, if X → Y is a weak equivalence, then X is Z/2-finite if and only if Y is Z/2-finite. Third, the long exact sequence of homotopy groups shows that if Σ −q HZ/2 → X → Y is a homotopy fiber sequence and Y is Z/2-finite, then so is X. This finishes one direction.
For the other direction, let X be a Z/2-finite spectrum. We want to show that X belongs to C. The proof is by induction on the order of the finite group ⊕π i X. The base case is that contractible spectra belong to C.
Let n be the largest number such that π n X is non-zero. Choose a short exact sequence 0 → Z/2 → π n X → A → 0. This is always possible because π n X is a finite abelian 2-group. One can construct a homotopy fiber sequence Σ n HZ/2 → X → X , where π i X equals π i X for i = n and π n X equals A. Note that X is Z/2-finite, and the order of ⊕π i X is strictly smaller than the order of ⊕π i X. By the induction assumption, X belongs to C. Using property (3) of the class C, the fiber sequence now shows that X also belongs to C.
Lemma 5.7. The functor c is a left Quillen functor from the ordinary stable model structure on spectra to the Z/2-cohomological model structure on pro-spectra.
Proof. By definition of pro-categories, c is left adjoint to the functor lim that takes a pro-object X to the cofiltered limit lim s X s of the diagram X. Note that c takes cofibrations to levelwise cofibrations, and c takes weak equivalences to Z/2cohomological weak equivalences because ordinary stable weak equivalences induce isomorphisms in Z/2-cohomology. 5.8. 2-complete cohomology theories. For any pro-spectrum X and any q ∈ Z, the pro-spectrum Σ q X is constructed by applying the functor Σ q to each spectrum X s in the diagram X.
To simplify notation, we will always assume that E is a fibrant spectrum (in any of the standard simplicial model category structures for spectra). Also, we assume that Postnikov sections P n E have been defined functorially in such a way that the natural maps P n E → P n−1 E in the Postnikov tower of E are fibrations between fibrant spectra.
The Z/2-cohomological model structure for pro-spectra allows us to construct 2-complete cohomology theories.
Definition 5.9. Let E be a spectrum, and let X be a pro-spectrum. The groups (E ∧ 2 ) q (X) are defined to be [Σ −q X, cE] pro Z/2 . For any spectrum X, the natural map
Lemma 5.7 explains why η is well-defined. See [Qk] for a different approach to the same basic construction.
If X is a pro-space, we write (E ∧ 2 ) * (X) for (E ∧ 2 ) * (Σ ∞ X + ). Here Σ ∞ X + is constructed by applying the functor Z → Σ ∞ (Z + ) to each space X s in the cofiltered diagram X.
In order to compute (E ∧ 2 ) * (X), one needs to take a Z/2-cohomologically fibrant replacement for cE. Next we consider situations in which this fibrant replacement and the map η are computable.
Lemma 5.10. Suppose that E is a spectrum such that E is k-connected for some k and each coefficient group E q is a finite 2-group. The Postnikov tower P E of E, viewed as a pro-spectrum, is a Z/2-cohomological fibrant replacement for cE.
Proof. To begin, note that the map cE → P E induces an isomorphism in Z/2cohomology because E → P n E is an isomorphism in cohomology in degrees less than n. It remains only to observe that each P n E is Z/2-finite.
Finally, we come to the main point of this section, which is to prove Proposition 3.2.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. For part (i), note that (E ∧ 2 ) * takes Z/2-cohomological equivalences to isomorphisms because (E ∧ 2 ) * is defined in terms of the Z/2cohomological homotopy category.
For part (ii), we constructed the natural transformation η in Definition 5.9. Finally, for part (iii), let E be a spectrum that is k-connected for some k. Also suppose that each coefficient group E q is a finite 2-group. We may assume that Σ −q X is a cofibrant spectrum. Lemma 5.10 says that the Postnikov tower P E is a Z/2-cohomological fibrant replacement for cE. Then Map pro (cΣ −q X, P E) is equal to Map(Σ −q X, lim n P n E) by adjointness, which is weakly equivalent to Map(Σ −q X, E) because E is weakly equivalent to the limit of its own Postnikov tower. Now apply π 0 to these mapping spaces to show that η is an isomorphism.
6.Étale cohomology and SP-linear schemes
Recall the schemes Q n−1 and DQ n defined in Section 4. We wish to compute thé etale Z/2-cohomology rings of the schemes DQ n and DQ m ×DQ n over certain base rings, and we wish to understand the behavior of these rings under certain kinds of extensions of scalars. These schemes are smooth but not proper. The technical details of this section get around the absence of properness.
In this section, we are working entirely with ideas from algebraic geometry. Homotopy theory will enter the picture again in Section 7 when we study theétale realizations of DQ n and DQ m × DQ n .
We begin with an issue of notation. If X is a scheme defined over Spec R and R → S is any ring map, then X S is the scheme Spec S × Spec R X. This notation will appear throughout this and the next section. Definition 6.1. Let S be a Noetherian scheme. Let SP be the class of schemes that are smooth and proper over S. The class of SP-linear schemes over S is the smallest class of smooth schemes over S containing SP such that if Z → X is a closed inclusion of smooth schemes with open complement U and any two of Z, U , and X are SP-linear, then so is the third.
Recall that the linear schemes [J] are the smallest class of schemes that contain the affine spaces A n S and are also closed under the same two-out-of-three property.
This motivates the terminology of Definition 6.1. In fact, A n S is SP-linear because it is the complement P n S − P n−1 S . So every linear scheme is SP-linear. Recall that products in the category of schemes over S are constructed as fiber products over S.
Proof. Let P be any smooth, proper scheme. First we will show that P × Q is SP-linear whenever Q is SP-linear. Let C be the class of schemes Q such that P × Q is SP-linear. We want to show that C contains all SP-linear schemes. Note that C contains SP because the product of two smooth, proper schemes is again smooth and proper. Now consider a closed inclusion Z → X of smooth schemes with open complement U . Then P × Z → P × X is a closed inclusion with open complement P × U . If any two of Z, X, and U belong to C, then two of P × Z, P × X, and P × U are SP-linear. By definition, the third is also SP-linear. This shows that C contains the class of SP-linear schemes. Now let Q be a fixed SP-linear scheme, and let D be the class of schemes W such that W × Q is SP-linear. If we can show that D contains all SP-linear schemes, then we will be done. We have already shown that D contains SP.
Let Z → X be a closed inclusion of smooth schemes with open complement U . Then Z ×Q → X ×Q is a closed inclusion of smooth schemes with open complement U × Q. The argument from the first paragraph of the proof applies again, and D contains all SP-linear schemes.
Example 6.4. If R is a commutative ring in which 2 is invertible, then the scheme DQ n is SP-linear over Spec R. It is the open complement of the closed inclusion Q n−1 → P n , and both Q n−1 and P n are smooth and proper. It follows that the scheme DQ m × DQ n is SP-linear by Lemma 6.3. Now let V be a fixed strict Hensel local domain. This means that V is a local integral domain which satisfies Hensel's lemma and whose residue field k is separably closed. We also let F be a separably closed field containing the field of fractions of V .
Example 6.5. In our applications we will usually have k = F p , the algebraic closure of the finite field F p . Also, we will have V = W (F p ), the ring of Witt vectors as defined in [Se, Sec. II.6] . Then V is a strict Hensel local domain whose residue field is F p by [Se, Thms. II.5.3, II.5.5, II.6.8] . Note that V and F have characteristic zero.
The following theorem generalizes well-known properties of smooth, proper schemes to SP-linear schemes. It will be applied later in Proposition 7.3 to DQ n and DQ m × DQ n in order to analyze theirétale realizations. Theorem 6.6. Suppose that 2 is relatively prime to char(k), and let X be SP-linear over Spec V . Then both maps in the diagram X k → X ← X F induce isomorphisms inétale cohomology with coefficients in Z/2.
Proof. Let C be the class of schemes X over Spec V such that both maps inducé etale cohomology isomorphisms. We want to show that C contains all SP-linear schemes.
If X is proper over Spec V , then H * et (X; Z/2) → H * et (X k ; Z/2) is an isomorphism by [M, Cor. VI.2.7] or [SGA4, Cor. XII.5.5 ]. If X is both smooth and proper then H * et (X; Z/2) → H * et (X F ; Z/2) is an isomorphism by [M, proof of Cor. VI.4.2] or [SGA4, Cor. XVI.2.2] . Therefore X belongs to C, and C contains SP.
Now suppose that Z → X is a closed inclusion of smooth V -schemes with open complement U . We have a diagram
in which the rows are long exact Gysin sequences (for the middle row, see the remark following this proof). Here c is the codimension of Z in X. If any two of Z, X, and U belong to C, then both maps in two of the columns are isomorphisms. By the five lemma, both maps in the third column are also isomorphisms, so the third scheme belongs to C. This shows that C contains all SP-linear schemes.
Remark 6.7. Beware that the middle row in the above diagram is a Gysin sequence over a base scheme Spec V in which V is not a field. By [M, Thm. VI.5.1] (or [SGA4, XVI.3.7] ), there is a long exact sequence
where F is a sheaf on Z that is locally isomorphic to the constant sheaf Z/2. Since Aut(Z/2) is trivial, it follows that F must be the constant sheaf Z/2. This issue explains why the statement of Theorem 6.6 is specialized to coefficients in Z/2, rather than the usual twisted coefficients µ l (q) of lth roots of unity with l relatively prime to char(k). Example 6.8. Consider the scheme DQ n defined over F p , the algebraic closure of the finite field F p with p a prime greater than 2. Recall the ring of Witt vectors V = W (F p ) from Example 6.5. Note that DQ n is defined over V since it is in fact defined over Z.
Let F be the separable closure of the field of fractions of V . to the singular cohomology ring H * (DQ n (C); Z/2). Since DQ n (C) is homotopy equivalent to RP n by [Lw, Lem. 6 .3], we have computed that
, where x is a class of degree 1.
The same computation works for DQ n/k where k is any separably closed field of characteristic different from 2. Use [M, Cor. VI.4.3] or [SGA4, Cor. XVI.1.6 ] to reduce to the cases k = F p or F = C, depending on whether the characteristic is positive or zero, similarly to the proof of Corollary 7.4 below. Example 6.9. Consider the scheme DQ m × DQ n over a separably closed field k such that char(k) = 2. As in Example 6.8, we compute that H * et (DQ m ×DQ n ; Z/2) is isomorphic to
where x 1 and x 2 are classes of degree 1.
7.Étale realizations
Recall that to any scheme X one can associate a pro-simplicial set Et(X) called theétale realization of X. This is defined in [F, Def. 4.4] , where it is called the 'étale topological type'. The construction of Et(X) is technical, but fortunately the details are not necessary for the arguments below.
Note that if X is a scheme over Spec R and R → T is a ring map, then the base-change map X T → X induces a map Et(X T ) → Et(X).
Here are the facts that we will need aboutétale realizations. They are analogues of the results aboutétale cohomology used in Section 6.
(1) [F, Prop. 5.9] : If X is any scheme, then H * et (X; M ) is naturally isomorphic to H * (Et(X); M ) for any constant coefficients M . In fact, a stronger statement concerning twisted coefficients can be made, but we won't need it.
(2) [F, Thm. 8.4] or [AM, Thm. 12.9] : If X is a scheme of finite type over C, then there is a canonical zig-zag in pro-sSet of the form
where both maps are Z/l-cohomological equivalences, for any prime l. Here SEt(−) is a certain functor defined in [F, Thm. 8.4 ]. (3) [F, Prop. 8.6, Prop. 8.7] or [AM, Cor. 12.13] : Suppose that V is a strict Hensel local domain-that is, a local domain satisfying Hensel's lemma whose residue field k is separably closed. Let F be a separably closed field containing the quotient field of V . If X is a scheme that is both smooth and proper over Spec V , then the maps of pro-spaces
are both Z/l-cohomological equivalences, for any prime l different from char(k). We need one additional property ofétale realizations, concerning their behavior with respect to field extensions.
Lemma 7.1. Let E → F be an inclusion of separably closed fields. If X is a scheme over E, then the canonical map Et(X F ) → Et(X) is a Z/l-cohomological equivalence for any prime l different from char (F ) .
Proof. By the definition of Z/l-cohomological equivalences and property (1), we need only observe that the map H * et (X; Z/l) → H * et (X F ; Z/l) is an isomorphism by [M, Cor. VI.4.3] or [SGA4, Cor. XVI.1.6 ].
The careful reader will notice that this lemma is slightly different than [AM, Cor. 12.12 ]. We have not assumed that X is proper; instead, we have assumed that l is relatively prime to the characteristics of the fields.
We wish to compute Et(DQ n ) and Et(DQ m × DQ n ) and to show that they can be connected by Z/2-cohomological equivalences to the constant pro-spaces cRP n and c(RP m × RP n ). This will go a long way towards establishing Proposition 3.4. As the scheme DQ n can be lifted to characteristic zero, and we know that DQ n (C) is homotopy equivalent to RP n by [Lw, Lem. 6 .3], properties (1)-(3) and Lemma 7.1 can almost be used to provide the required equivalences. Although DQ n is smooth, it is not proper; thus property (3) does not apply directly. However, since DQ n is SP-linear, the results of Section 6 will get around this problem. Now assume that there is a diagram
of rings in which the indicated maps are inclusions and where • V is a strict Hensel local domain with separably closed residue field k,
• E and K are separably closed fields (and so E is an extension of the quotient field of V ). If X is a scheme over A, one obtains schemes X V , X E , X C , X K , and X k via base change. Let X C (C) denote the topological space of C-valued points of X C , equipped with the analytic topology.
Proposition 7.3. Suppose given a diagram as in (7.2) such that the residue field k of V has characteristic different from 2. For any scheme X over A, there is a natural diagram Et(X k ) → Et(X V ) ← Et(X E ) ← Et(X K ) → Et(X C ) ← SEt(X C ) → cX C (C) of pro-spaces. If X is SP-linear, then each map is a Z/2-cohomological weak equivalence. Here SEt is a functor from schemes over C to pro-spaces defined in [F, Thm. 8.4 ].
Recall the Z/2-cohomological homotopy category Ho Z/2 (pro-sSet) of pro-spaces that is briefly described in Section 3 and is discussed more carefully in Section 5. The point of the proposition is that when X is SP-linear there is a natural isomorphism between cX C (C) and Et(X k ) in Ho Z/2 (pro-sSet).
Proof. The first two maps are Z/2-cohomological weak equivalences as a result of Theorem 6.6 and property (1). The middle two maps Et(X K ) → Et(X E ) and Et(X K ) → Et(X C ) are Z/2-cohomological equivalences by Lemma 7.1. Finally, the last two maps are Z/2-cohomological weak equivalences because of [F, Thm. 8.4 ].
Corollary 7.4. Let k be a separably closed field of characteristic not equal to 2, and consider the schemes DQ n and DQ m × DQ n defined over k. In Ho Z/2 (pro-sSet), there are isomorphisms cRP n → Et(DQ n ) and c(RP m × RP n ) → Et(DQ m × DQ n ).
Proof. First suppose that k has characteristic zero. Choose an embeddingQ → k, and note that DQ n/k is the base extension of DQ n/Q . There is a zig-zag of maps Et(DQ n/C ) → Et(DQ n/Q ) ← Et(DQ n/k ) which are both Z/2-cohomological equivalences by Lemma 7.1. Finally, property (2) from the beginning of this section says that Et(DQ n/C ) is Z/2-cohomologically equivalent to c(RP n ), since DQ n (C) is homotopy equivalent to RP n by [Lw, Lem. 6.3] . The same argument works for DQ m × DQ n . Now suppose that k has characteristic p, where p > 2. Choose an embedding F s p → k where F s p is the separable closure of the finite field F p . Note that DQ n/k is the base extension of DQ n/F s p , so Lemma 7.1 gives us a Z/2-cohomological equivalence Et(DQ n/k ) → Et(DQ n/F s p ). It therefore suffices to consider the case k = F s p . Next consider the inclusion F s p → F p , where F p is the algebraic closure of F p . This is an inclusion of separably closed fields, so Lemma 7.1 again gives us a Z/2cohomological equivalence Et(DQ n/Fp ) → Et(DQ n/F s p ). So it further suffices to consider the case k = F p .
Recall from Example 6.5 that V = W (F p ) is the strict Hensel local domain of Witt vectors for F p . Let A = Z, and let E be a separable closure of the quotient field of V . For K we choose any field containing both E and C, such as the compositum of E and C.
We are now in a position to apply the preceding proposition, since DQ n is SP-linear. We find that Et(DQ n/Fp ) is isomorphic to cDQ n/C (C) in the Z/2cohomological homotopy category. We have already observed many times that the spaces DQ n/C (C) and RP n are homotopy equivalent, so this completes the proof for DQ n .
Everything works the same for the product DQ m × DQ n , using that this scheme is SP-linear by Lemma 6.3.
Remark 7.5. We will need the following fact later in the proof of Proposition 3.4 given at the end of this section. Consider the rational point * = [1 : 0 : 0 : · · · : 0] of the scheme DQ n defined over a field k. We regard * as a map of schemes Spec k → DQ n . There is an induced map j 1 = id × * : DQ m → DQ m × DQ n . We then have a diagram in Ho Z/2 (pro-sSet) of the form
where the two isomorphisms are from Corollary 7.4 and the left vertical map comes from the evident inclusion RP m → RP m × RP n (using the point [1 : 0 : · · · : 0] of RP n ). This diagram is commutative because of the naturality of the maps in element y 1 +y 2 of H 1 (RP ∞ ×RP ∞ ; Z/2), where y is the generator of H 1 (RP ∞ ; Z/2) in the motivic homotopy category, where the horizontal maps are standard inclusions and DQ ∞ is the colimit (or ascending union) of the schemes DQ n for all n.
The paper [I2] constructs a functor Et from the motivic homotopy category to Ho Z/2 (pro-sSet). This functor extends the usualétale realization on schemes, and applying it to the above diagram yields a diagram of pro-spaces. Some work is required to identify Et(DQ ∞ ) with cRP ∞ and Et(DQ ∞ × DQ ∞ ) with c(RP ∞ × RP ∞ ) (and the map between them with µ), but this then yields the desired diagram of Proposition 3.4.
Another relevant tool for this approach is the stableétale realization of [Qk] from the motivic stable homotopy category to another stable homotopy category that is closely related to the Z/2-cohomological homotopy category of pro-spectra.
